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The Selective model delivered a total return of 4.15% in H2, compared with a 5.07% return experienced by 
the UK market. During the year, the portfolio declined by 13.58% whilst the UK market grew by a modest 
0.23% driven by financials, resource stocks and oils, sectors in which the account is underweight. 

Over 2022, markets had to come to terms with a new normal defined by a transition into a higher inflation 
and higher interest rate environment. In this respect, the US led the way once again having already set the 
tone over the pandemic when growth opportunities dominated the top quartile of the performance rankings 
for which America is well renowned. The sell-off, which gained momentum in the US as the year progressed, 
was a complete reversal of these earlier pandemic trends although European markets, and the UK in 
particular, became more resilient given their more modest valuations. Indeed, the UK market, relative to world 
markets, is trading at one of its most significant discounts in history. The Brexit referendum set the tone for 
the investor exodus, and it would increasingly appear that the short-lived Lizz Truss administration represented 
the nadir when the ill-fated budget was announced, and the pound appeared destined for parity against the 
US Dollar. The new Prime Minster, along with his Chancellor, has stabilised the situation and confidence has 
improved, judging by the exchange rate and yield in the Gilt market. Indeed, the Bank of England has even 
indicated interest rates may be close to peaking. The broader UK market is unlike others as it is skewed 
towards financials, resources, and oils, all of which are considered old industries and are priced accordingly. 
They also fit well into the Ukraine war driven energy squeeze and Chinese reopening commodity inflationary 
trade. Improved sentiment towards these stocks will reach outwards and elevate the broader market from its 
oversold position and will push the UK weighting higher in global indices, which in turn will pull more money 
back into the UK. The economic and political backdrop may have scope for considerable improvement, but 
this is not a prerequisite for an oversold market to rally.

Sage Group was the strongest contributor to performance in H2 with a total return of 17.45%, reflecting a 
significant improvement on a weaker first half with a full year decline of 10.43%. This company has had a 
difficult number of years as it has been transitioning from its legacy model to a “Software as a Service” 
company, which has a greater emphasis on recurring revenues and will make it more resilient and scalable 
for the years ahead. Unilever also performed well with a total return of 14.45% in H2 and 10.14% over the 
full year. This holding is a common feature in global equity portfolios as its products are generally sought 
after across all market cycles, which grants the company more flexibility to raise its price during times of 
inflation. Unilever will rarely lead the way in a roaring bull market, but it is the perfect example of a company 
that you could buy and not look at for another 20 years. Shell has been the standout performer over the 
full year with total return 48.66%, although H2 was the more modest half with a return of 11.02%. Shell is 
a direct beneficiary of higher oil and gas prices and, with Russia’s conflict in Ukraine providing the latest 
catalyst to returns, an opening of the Chinese economy could lead to a commodities super cycle that would 
see the shares rise further. At a time when most companies are trying to find ways to offset growing input 
costs, Shell offers an attractive way of adding diversity and resilience to portfolios.

Direct Line Group was the portfolio’s largest detractor, declining by 8.98% in H2 and 13.19% over the year, 
as the company is facing headwinds in the form regulatory changes and macroeconomic uncertainty, whilst a 
spike in used car prices, due to supply chain disruption, also meant that motor claims inflation increased 
ahead of the company’s estimates. Despite these uncertainties, management have confirmed that the 
dividend is secure and is currently available at a highly attractive yield of 9.7%, suggesting that now could be 
a good entry point. Shares in Halma were hit hardest over the full year with a decline of 37.73%, with a more 
resilient second half during which the shares declined by 0.81%. Fundamentally, the company remains 
robust, and it is a natural beneficiary of a growing regulatory landscape within the safety, healthcare, and 
environmental sectors. However, a share price growing ahead of its earnings meant the valuation became 
stretched, which left it vulnerable to a stock market rout. Halma remains a fantastic long-term holding and 
can boast a 43-year track record of consecutive dividend increases.

Since the end of the year, Direct Line Group announced it had cancelled its final dividend payment 
as severe cold weather caused a significant increase in claims in December. The company’s position 
in the portfolio is under review.
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Portfolio Performance 
(Total Return ex. Charges)

 Selective UK Equities

6 Months 4.15% 5.07%

1 year -13.58% 0.23%

3 years* -0.84% 2.29%

5 years* 0.56% 2.89%

Inception 77.46% 111.19%

*Annualised 5.35% 7.03%

Avg. Yield 3.69%

Stock Performance (Total Return)

30th June - 31st December 2022

Top three
Sage...................................................................17.45%
Unilever..............................................................14.45%
Smurfit Kappa Group........................................12.67%

Bottom three
Intertek ................................................................-3.26%
Derwent London.................................................-8.45%
Direct Line ..........................................................-8.98%
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Geographic spread (Revenues)
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Performance data is illustrated on the basis of a standardised weighting of assets within the portfolio model. Performance of your portfolio may vary based on the size of the portfolio net of fees, the timing of investments 
and variance in asset weightings.
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Full year results to 17th September 2022 • Revenue increased by 22% to £16.9bn
• Food segment revenues increased by 10% in constant currency, demonstrating price actions. Adjusted operating profit for Sugar, Agriculture and 
Ingredients were also ahead of last year. Grocery margin of 10.7% reflects a lag in pricing to recover input cost inflation. 
• Primark sales increased by 43% to £7.7bn, with a significant increase in customer footfall and sales densities as markets emerged from the pandemic. 
UK LFL sales and market share broadly in line with pre-Covid levels, whilst weaker LFL sales in continental Europe is due to more cautious customer 
sentiment. ‘We have decided to hold prices for the new financial year at the levels already implemented and planned and to stand by our 
customers, rather than set prices against these highly volatile input costs.’ – George Weston, CEO 

Founded 1935 - Market Cap (Millions)     £12,406.70 - Dividend payments in January and July

Half year results to 30th June 2022 • Revenue increased by 16.1% to £5,650.8m and adjusted EPS increased by 10.3% to 85.7p. • Strong 
performance driven by product cost inflation and continued volume recovery in the base business, and growth from acquisitions, of which there were six in 
the half year. • North America (61% of revenue) sales increased by 12.7%, Continental Europe (18%) sales increased by 11.6%, UK & Ireland (12%) sales 
increased by 18.8%, and Rest of World (9%) sales increased by 4.8%. • Reduced Covid-19 related sales, due to the year-on-year impact of deflation on 
certain Covid-19 related products and volume decline, affecting all business areas such as with cleaning & hygiene. • Foodservice and retail sectors 
combined saw very strong underlying revenue growth. ‘We believe the merits of joining Bunzl have been amplified over the last few years, supporting 
our long-term strategic commitment to investing in businesses that drive growth and returns for the Group.’ – Frank van Zanten, CEO

Founded 1854 - Market Cap (Millions)     £9,317.80 - Dividend payments in January and July

Half year results to 30th June 2022 • Revenue increased by 20.7% to £1,127.3m and adjusted EPS increased 22.8% to 155.2p.
• Divested majority of Performance Technologies and Industrial Chemicals to transition to pure-play Consumer Care and Life Sciences company, to create 
a stronger margin, higher return and less cyclical business. • Consumer Care sales increased by 24%, with 34% growth in adjusted operating profit, driven 
by a recovery in Beauty Care. Consumer Care return on sales improved to 26.6% (prev. 24.6%). • Life Sciences sales increased by 14%, with 4% growth 
in adjusted operating profit, driven by a strong performance from Crop Protection. Covid demand for lipid systems is moderating, although there is an 
encouraging pipeline of non-Covid applications. ‘Our focused platform and strategy are enhancing both our full year expectations and our 
medium-term growth prospects.’ – Steve Foots, CEO

Founded 1925 - Market Cap (Millions)     £9,221.50 - Dividend payments in May and October

Half year results to 30th June 2022 • EPRA Net Tangible Assets per share at £40.23, reflecting an increase of 1.6%, with net rental income increasing 
by 4.2% to £93.9m. Lettings increased by 9.3% to £7.1m since December 2021. • Completed developments at Soho Place W1, which is 88% let or sold, 
and the Featherstone Building, which has had its first leases signed (22% let), 10% above ERV. • The portfolio was valued at £5.9bn, reflecting an underlying 
valuation increase of 1.7% including developments up 8.5%. A vacancy rate of 6.5% reflects development completions. • Principal acquisitions of £130.2m 
and disposals of £65.9m during the first half. • Net debt of £1.36bn, amount to a loan-to-value ratio of 23.7%, with an interest cover of 419%.‘Despite 
recent political and economic uncertainty, occupier demand in London remains good for the right product and the flight to quality continues.’ 
– Paul Williams, CEO 

Founded 1913 - Market Cap (Millions)     £2,659.00 - Dividend payments in June and October

Half year results to 30th September 2022 • Revenue increased by 19% to £875.5m, adjusted profit before tax increased by 11% to £171.7m, and 
adjusted earnings per share increased by 12% to 35.65p. • Double digit sales growth in each sector: Safety +11%, Environmental & Analysis +26%, 
Healthcare +23%.
• Strong return on sales of 19.6%, which is above pre-Covid levels and reflects the planned normalisation of overhead costs.
• Maintains a strong balance sheet with net debt to EBITDA of 1.2 times, supporting future increased organic investment and acquisitions, for which there 
is a promising pipeline. 
‘Our order book is exceptionally strong, having grown from the record level seen at the start of the year. Order intake remained ahead of both 
revenue and the very strong order intake in the comparable period last year.’ – Andrew Williams, CEO

Founded 1894 - Market Cap (Millions)     £7,494.20 - Dividend payments in February and AugustHALMA

Half year results to 30th June 2022 • Adjusted gross written premiums declined by 2.1% to £1,523.1m. • Significant regulatory changes, heightened 
claims inflation and macroeconomic uncertain, have provided a challenge to the company’s short-term profitability. • Alongside higher weather costs and 
lower prior-year reserves, the company delivered an operating profit of £195.5m for the half year and a combined operating ratio of 96.5%. 
• Motor claims inflation increased above the levels assumed in pricing owing to a spike in used car prices that was exacerbated by supply chain disruption. 
Increased new business prices by 15%.
‘We have remained ahead of our long-term return on tangible equity despite the challenges, demonstrating the benefit of the Group’s 
diversification.’ – Penny James, CEO 

Founded 1985 - Market Cap (Millions)     £2,902.10 - Dividend payments in May and September

Half year results to 30th June • Revenue increased by 13.2% to £1,491.7m, adjusted operating profit increased by 7.7% to £217.3m
• Products (64% of group sales) division revenue increased by 16.0% to £951.0m, benefitting from continued increase in customer demand and from 
acquisitions. Products margin was 19.3%. • Trade (20%) revenue increased by 7.7% to £299.6m, with the rebound of global trade enabling organic growth 
to accelerate and the operating margin to improve to 7.6%.
• Resources (16%) revenue increased by 9.6% to £241.1m, benefitting from the global recovery in the Oil & Gas industry and higher demand for minerals. 
‘The Quality Assurance market will grow faster post Covid-19 as the demand for Quality Assurance solutions is expanding cross all our business 
lines given growing stakeholder expectations about quality, safety and sustainability.’ – André Lacroix, CEO

Founded 1996 - Market Cap (Millions)     £6,510.60 - Dividend payments in June and October



Half year results to 30th June 2022 • Operating profit increased by 8% to £1,160m, and earnings per share increased by 8% to 19.28p. • LGRI operating 
profit growth of 7% to £560m, underpinned by performance of its annuity portfolio. • LGC operating profit increased 5% to $263, driven by robust 
performance in the alternative asset portfolio. The housing businesses have delivered another period of strong trading performance. • LGIM operating profit 
fell by 2% to £200m, a resilient return considering market conditions. AUM fell slightly to £1,289.7bn, however external net flows were strong at £65.6bn. • 
Retail operating profit increased by 14% to £332m, driven by on-going release from operations from the growing UK protection and individual annuity 
portfolios. ‘We are committed to providing financial security for our customers and colleagues in a tough economic climate and remain confident 
in our ability to grow profits sustainably and at attractive returns over the long-term.’ – Sir Nigel Wilson, CEO  

Founded 1836 - Market Cap (Millions)     £14,903.00 - Dividend payments in June and September

Full year results to 30th September 2022 • Organic recurring revenue increased by 9% to £1,824m, underpinned by Sage Business Cloud Growth of 
24% to £1,261m. Organic total revenue increased by 6% to £1,924m and EPS increased by 8%. • Renewal rate by value of 101%, ahead of last year’s 
99%, reflecting good retention rates and sales to existing customers. • Accelerated growth strategy with acquisitions including Brightpearl, Futrli and 
Lockstep, and the disposal programme is now complete following the sale of Sage Switzerland and South African payroll outsourcing. • A robust balance 
sheet with £1.3bn of cash and available liquidity, and a net debt to EBITDA of 1.6x
‘I am confident that our resilient business model together with our strategy for delivering efficient growth, centred on our expanding digital 
network, will enable us to create further long-term value for all our stakeholders.’ – Steve Hare, CEO

Founded 1981 - Market Cap (Millions)     £7,635.80 - Dividend payments in March and June

Half year results to 30th September 2022 • Revenue increased by 59% to £5.63bn and adjusted EPS increased by 298% to 41.8p.  
• Invested a record £1.7bn over the period, reflecting a 70% increase on the prior year period, boosting energy security and sustainability. • Renewables 
operating profit fell by 11% to £22.5m and was negatively impacted by pace of project delivery and unfavourable weather, exacerbated by requirement to 
buy back hedges in a higher price environment. • Thermal segment operating profit increased by 283% to £248.2m as it benefitted from a higher and more 
volatile gas and power market price environment. Invested £55m on developing 50MW Slough Multifuel station in a joint venture that will be delivering in 
2025. • SSEN Transmission operating profit grew by 14.7%, and Distribution operating profit grew by 13.9%.
‘Our business model and strategy are delivering for our stakeholders today, whilst creating future long-term societal value.’ – Alistair 
Phillips-Davies, CEO

Founded 1998 - Market Cap (Millions)     £18,502.00 - Dividend payments in March and September

Half year results to 30th June 2022 • Underlying sales growth of 8.1%, with a 9.8% contribution from higher prices and a 1.6% hit from lower volumes. 
Turnover increasing by 14.9% to €29.6bn. • Beauty & Personal Care sales grew by 7.5%, with strong price growth across most regions and a continued 
benefit from premiumisation and innovation (such as the “72-hour protection technology” deodorant).  • Home Care sales grew by 10.7%, with double-digit 
growth in most geographies due to high increase in raw material costs, and double-digit sales growth for Fabric Cleaning. 
• Foods & Refreshments sales grew by 7.3%, with ice cream sales growing by higher single-digits due to out-of-home, which benefitting from double-digit 
price and volume growth. ‘Our organisation is now better structured to deliver consistent growth through a simpler more category-focused 
operating model.’ – Alan Jope, CEO 

Founded 1930 - Market Cap (Millions)     £105,890.30 - Dividend payments in March, June, September & December

Half year results to 1st September 2022 • Revenue grew by 104% to £1,350.4m versus the prior year period and increased by 25% against H1 2020. 
• Total accommodation sales in the UK were 25.9pp ahead of the midscale and economy market. • Following a contraction of total supply in the UK and 
Ireland, the company has increased its target from 110,000 to 125,000 rooms and is on course to add 1,500-2,000 in the UK this year. • UK value pub 
restaurant sector remains challenging and Food & Beverage sales continue to lag, so company has launched initiative to return sales to pre-pandemic levels. 
• Demand in Germany recovered with good trading momentum and management are confident in achieving the long-term return on capital target of 
10-14%. • A strong balance sheet, with lease adjusted leverage falling to 2.8x and net cash growing to £182.1m. 
‘We remain focused on maintaining our position as the UK’s number one hotel chain and are well on the way to replicating that success in the 
German market.’ – Alison Brittain. CEO

Founded 1742 - Market Cap (Millions)     £5,192.10 - Dividend payments in July and December
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Third quarter results 2022  • Adjusted EBITDA down 6.9% to $21.5bn in Q3, with adjusted earnings down 17.4% to $9.5bn. A turbulent economic 
environment with lower crude prices and higher gas prices compared with the previous quarter. • Results were resilient across the Shell businesses, with 
lower results for Integrated Gas being offset by a strong delivery from Upstream which reflected increased volumes from higher-value barrels. • The Chemicals 
& Products segment was impacted by lower Refining margins due to recovery in global product supply to meet demand. • Continue to support and help 
accelerate the energy transition. Announced JV with Foresight to acquire development rights for 370 MW renewables projects in Australia, including wind, 
solar and battery storage. Also announced plans to purchase 100 MW portfolio of new-build solar capacity in the UK from Anesco. 
‘We continue to strengthen Shell’s portfolio through disciplined investment and transform the company for a low carbon future.’ -Ben van 
Beurden, CEO 

Founded 1907 - Market Cap (Millions)     £162,901.50 - Dividend payments in March, June, September & December

Half year results to 30th June 2022 • Revenue increased by 36% to €6,385m and EPS increased by 85% to 221.9c. Delivered EBITDA growth of 50% 
to €1,174m with an EBITDA margin of 18.4%. • Europe EBITDA increased by 57% to €926m with a margin of 18.7%. Corrugated box demand improved by 
1% against strong comparatives, and pricing has continued to improve in line with expectations. • Continued to build on strong operating platform in Europe, 
with completion of large-scale sustainability project in the Zülpich mill in Germany, which will reduce CO2 annually by 55,000 tonnes. • Americas EBITDA 
increased by 29% to €271m with a margin of 18.8%. Corrugated demand increased by 8%. Announced acquisition of corrugated business in Argentina.
‘We continue to see many opportunities for growth in the sustainable and innovative packaging solutions that we offer customers and the unique 
footprint of the business we operate.’ – Tony Smurfit, CEO 

Founded 2005 - Market Cap (Millions)     £7,915.70 - Dividend payments in May and October
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It should be noted that investment involves risk. The price (or value) of investments can go down as well as up (and the investor may not necessarily receive back the original amount invested).  When investments are made in overseas securities, movements in exchange rates may have an effect that is unfavourable as well as 
favourable. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance.  Rates of tax are those prevailing at the current time.  These are subject to change without prior notice.  Any tax reliefs referred to are those currently available and their value depends on the individual circumstances of the investor. Clients should always 
seek appropriate tax advice from their financial adviser before committing funds for management.  The opinions expressed are based on information that we believe to be accurate and reliable.  However, these opinions may change without notice. FIM Capital Limited does not guarantee the timelines, accuracy or suitability of such 
information in any way and anyone who acts on this information does so entirely at their own risk.

Edited by Michael Craine

Price Return - Dividends and Growth
        

  H1 2023  2022   2021 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013  Annualised Yield

            

AB Foods    (21.51%) (11.31%) (12.86%) 27.17% (27.55%) 2.73% (17.86%) 5.99% 28.96% 56.33% 0.08% 2.69%

    43.70p 26.70p 46.35p 45.00p 41.00p 36.75p 35.00p 34.00p 32.00p 28.50p 

    63.67% (42.39%) 3.00% 9.76% 11.56% 5.00% 2.94% 6.25% 12.28% 15.15% 5.85%

Special Dividends    13.80p 

Bunzl   (4.37%) 18.09% 18.31% (12.83%) 14.33% (1.75%) 11.88% 6.86% 21.66% 43.71% 10.58% 2.08%

  17.30p  57.00p 54.10p 51.30p 50.20p 46.00p 42.00p 38.00p 35.50p 32.40p 28.20p 

    5.36% 5.46% 2.19% 9.13% 9.52% 10.53% 7.04% 9.57% 14.89% 7.02% 8.02% 
  

Croda    (34.74%) 53.43% 28.83% 6.68% 5.90% 38.42% 1.44% 14.27% 8.34% 3.41% 10.11% 1.56%

    103.50p 95.00p 90.00p 88.50p 84.00p 76.25p 70.75p 67.00p 65.00p 61.75p 

    8.95% 5.56% 1.69% 5.36% 10.16% 7.77% 5.60% 3.08% 5.26% 8.33% 6.15% 

Special Dividends         115.00p     100.00p        

Derwent London     (30.66%) 10.30% (22.79%) 40.55% (8.50%) 12.48% (24.51%) 21.67% 20.96% 18.47% 1.18% 3.19%

    77.50p 75.45p 73.45p 67.75p 61.50p 55.83p 44.66p 40.60p 37.40p 34.50p 

    2.72% 2.72% 8.41% 10.16% 10.16% 25.01% 10.00% 8.56% 8.41% 8.32% 9.30% 

Special Dividends           75.00p 52.00p          

Direct Line Group    (20.68%) (12.54%) 2.08% (1.95%) (16.51%) 3.33% (9.35%) 28.23% 16.71% 15.34% (0.64%) 10.07%

     22.70p 22.30p 21.80p 21.20p 20.60p 16.50p 14.10p 13.40p 12.80p  

    1.79% 2.29% 2.83% 2.91% 24.85% 17.02% 5.22% 4.69%     7.14% 

Special Dividends        14.40p 8.30p 15.00p   18.80p 31.50p 14.00p 4.00p     

Halma    (38.31%) 30.67% 15.74% 55.13% 8.25% 40.39% 3.76% 25.82% 13.92% 31.37% 15.70% 0.96%

  7.86p  18.88p 17.65p 16.50p 15.71p 14.68p 13.71p 12.81p 11.96p 11.17p 10.43p 

    6.97% 6.97% 5.03% 7.02% 7.08% 7.03% 7.11% 7.07% 7.09% 7.08% 6.84% 

Intertek    (28.35%) (0.32%) (3.49%) 21.92% (7.51%) 49.10% 25.35% 18.98% (25.86%) 1.58% 2.67% 2.59%

    105.80p 105.80p 105.80p 101.40p 79.70p 66.50p 54.70p 50.10p 47.00p 43.00p 

    0.00% 0.00% 4.34% 27.23% 19.85% 21.57% 9.18% 6.60% 9.30% 19.44% 11.38% 

Legal & General    (16.13%) 11.76% (12.15%) 31.17% (15.48%) 10.38% (7.54%) 7.72% 11.63% 52.95% 5.53% 7.41%

  5.44p  18.45p 17.57p 17.57p 16.42p 15.35p 14.35p 13.40p 11.25p 9.30p 7.65p 

    5.01% 0.00% 7.00% 6.97% 6.97% 7.09% 19.11% 20.97% 21.57% 19.53% 11.17% 

Sage    (12.55%) 46.49% (22.30%) 24.54% (24.64%) 21.83% 8.53% 29.59% 15.36% 30.40% 9.19% 2.47%

    18.40p 17.68p 17.25p 16.91p 16.50p 15.42p 14.15p 13.10p 12.12p 11.13p 

     2.49% 2.01% 2.48% 7.00% 8.98% 8.02% 8.09% 8.89% 9.66% 6.13% 

Special Dividends                     17.10p

Sell    43.42% 24.97% (41.93%) (3.14%) (6.96%) 10.59% 46.95% (29.14%) (0.44%) 1.93% 0.92% 3.65%

     0.89p 0.65p 1.88p 1.88p 1.88p 1.88p 1.88p 1.88p 1.80p 

     36.83% (65.27%) 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.44% 4.65% (7.02%)) 

Smurfit Kappa    (24.30%) 18.07% 17.67% 40.25% (16.95%) 33.07% 8.29% 20.44% (3.00%) 106.68% 15.60% 3.47%

   € 0.32    € 1.25   € 1.15   € 1.09   € 0.98   € 0.88   € 0.80   € 0.68   € 0.68   € 0.55   € 0.41  

    8.76% 5.97% 11.48% 11.42% 10.05% 17.06% 0.00% 22.74% 35.12% 46.43% 16.18%  

            

SSE    3.82% 9.93% 4.28% 33.01% (18.07%) (15.00%) 1.64% (5.80%) 18.39% (3.39%) 1.90% 5.37%

  29.00p  85.70p 81p 80p 97.5p 94.7p 91.3p 89.4p 88.4p 86.7p 84.2p 

    5.80% 1.25% (17.95%) 2.96% 3.72% 2.13% 1.13% 1.96% 2.97% 5.12% 0.68%

Unilever    5.99% (10.17%) 0.95% 5.89% (0.41%) 25.30% 12.51% 11.36% 5.88% 4.90% 5.86% 3.56%

      €1.71 €1.66 €1.64 €1.55 €1.43 €1.28 €1.19 €1.12 €1.05 

     2.97% 1.00% 5.99% 8.01% 12.00% 7.51% 5.96% 7.05% 10.06% 6.68%

Whitbread    (14.19%) (3.39%) (25.54%) 5.83% 14.48% 5.93% (14.20%) (7.74%) 27.17% 53.29% 2.03% 0.92% 

    59.10p Discontinued 28.05p 85.61p 86.90p 82.31p 77.62p 70.58p 59.11p 49.31p 

    110.70%   (67.24%) (1.48%) 5.58% 6.04% 9.97% 19.40% 19.87% 11.99% 3.32%
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